
OFFICE ASSISTANT VACANCY



Office Assistant
Are you well organised, self-motivated and full of enthusiasm? 
Are you a keen eye for detail? 
Is a travel enthusiast interested in the yachting world? 
Then, maybe you are the next Trinity Yacht Office Assistant.
Gain experience within Trinity Yacht Company and bring your
skills as a Yacht Office Assistant to a brand new level! 

RESPONSIBILITIES

“Front of house” answering the phone and dealing with customers
/contracts/receivables and everything that has to do with the customer
service
Reminder about timing and meeting point to the clients ( Call each one
every morning before departure) 
Answering emails and follow up emails with clients 
Welcoming the clients to the Yacht 
Check in and Check out of the customers 
Communicate with owners and Yacht Crew with everything might come
up (Be ready for any difficulty or problem to work everything properly) -be
the “right hand”
Organise yacht calendars: Keeping Yacht prices, calendars & information
up to date and charter files preparation
Scan and send the invoices monthly to the accountant with the Elorus
program) 



Great customer service skills. Be polite, responsible, patient and
all the values in order to come up with all kinds of clients. 
Deal with situations with composure when answering the phone
and dealing with clients' requests.
Forward thinking with excellent organisational skills, able to plan
and execute.
Maintain good relations with every individual, directly or
indirectly in line with our business.
Proactive, autonomous, and able to work under pressure to meet
deadlines. Have the will to assist even with things that might not
be in your main duties. 
Be respectful to the crew and your manager and collaborate with
them.
A good memory and attention to detail, taking pride in your
work.
A”can-do” attitude”.
Approve and prioritise payments according to funds available
monitor and analyse monthly budgets, expenses follow-up,
communicate/ anticipate expenditure

Excellent knowledge in English is required. (French and Spanish
knowledge will be favoured, but not essential.)
Driving Licence (car or motorbike) 

Strong communication and coordination skills
Excellent verbal and written telephone manner & strong communicator
Computer Literate (Word, Excel, Social Media, Excel and Elorus) 
Forward thinking
Strong administrative and organisation skills
Ability to multitask and excel under pressure
Keen attention to detail
Professional attitude and appearance
A charismatic and unflappable personality

EXPECTATIONS

MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS

HARD SKILLS



Good Time management and strategic planner 
Self-motivated, positive, confident personality and committed attitude
Adaptability - adapting your communication styles to support the situation
Emotional intelligence and empathy - identifying and managing your
emotions, as well as other people's emotions
Ability to work with minimal guidance and supervision 
Active listening Conflict resolution
Patience 
Problem solving with the attitude of fast and smart decision making
Trustworthiness

SOFT SKILLS

TRINITY NEEDS PEOPLE THAT
WOULD FIT IN A YACHT

CREW AND BE A FAMILY.
NOT ONLY WITH THE CREW
BUT ALSO A FRIENDLY VIBE

WITH THE CLIENTS



The office is located in the port of Adamas at Milos.
Your morning routine starts early in the morning,
when you will head up to the port. 
(You will soak up a lot of sun on your way to work!) 
At 08:00 you will start making calls to clients for a
reminder of their Trinity cruise.

When the boat raises the anchor you will go back
to the office to start the preparation for new
clients, for the next few days ( all the steps from
the responsibilities)

Around 19:00-19:30, the boat comes back and the
passengers finish a wonderful day with Trinity. 

It's time for you to go home and rest for the next
adventurous day. (Some nights you will have crew
bonding time in taverns or bars in Milos. It's your
new family for a summer season that you will make
unforgettable adventures together!) 

EVERYDAY LIFE AT TRINITY



Work in a friendly and pleasant
environment. Explore the Marine
and yachting life
Corporation and teamwork with the
rest of the crew members 
Learn everything about Yachting life
through the stories of others. (You
will hear a lot of things, for sure you
will learn something). Education is
always useful 
Build strong relationships with team
members. Participate in out of work
activities that bring the team
together, eat fresh fish in taverns
with the crew, meet exciting and
adventurous new people 

Large scope for career investment 
Highly competitive salary in a
seasonal job, that will allow you to
travel during the rest of the year
without any worries
You get paid well and you will pay off
your debts (also extra money for
more travelling off season) 
Accommodation provided from us
without the worries to be in search
when you arrive in Milos
Developed excellent skills at the end
of the season. Faster, more
multitasking without any difficulties. 
You will be a real professional as an
Office Assistant and learn new things
you didn’t even expect from
unexpected situations 

VALUES FOR

 YOUR TIME YOUR WORK



VALUES FOR

YOUR LIFE

Get a loot of fresh air and soak up the sun in Milos. The memories you will
create here, will be irreplaceable in the memory disk of your mind. It will
become crucial for your life and everything will be upside down! (In a
good wary of course) 
You will be an expert in human behaviour in all your relations with them
and no one will try to tell lies to you anymore or be trustless. You will
know the body language ;) (emotional intelligence skills) 
You will meet new people and make new friendships, you will be more
sociable and better in Public relations 
Obtain the skills to acquire a job that will help you in whatever else you
will do in the next few years from now. Be an all-around professional,
strongly qualified to work in a yacht agency in Greece or abroad



Help people to live a complete life, full of
memorable experiences. 

The quality of people’s lives is measured in the
experiences they have lived. 

Trinity Yachting wants more people to find
happiness by collecting new experiences.

ABOUT THE COMPANY

MISSION

VISION

WHAT DOES TRINITY DO? 

Make fulfilling adventurous cruises in Milos,
you will always remember.

One day, a thousand memories!
Trinity yachting provides a whole day, cruising
around the island of Milos. Discover amazing
landscapes, meet people from all around the
world, taste excellent food and wine, see the
magic of the ocean through snorkelling and

so much more. 



The story begins with Alexandros, a young
person, full of goals and visions, who seeks a
way to live a complete life full of memories.
He was 18 years old, with no help from family
and friends, and completely broke.
Alexandros is not afraid of hard situations,
and never loses his courage no matter the
difficulties. He loves the sea and sailing, so he
followed his instinct and sailed away around
the world for 10 years.
 
During his trips, he focused on himself.
Alexandros put a lot of energy into educating
himself. He was reading books and
continuously trying to learn new things. Self
improvement became his most important
goal and he made himself better everyday in
economics, business and management. He
searches inside to understand who he is and
what made him really happy, until one day,
he finally gets it. He gets it and decides to
quit his job as a captain. 

Was it hard? Yes, but that was not the problem.
Was it lonely? Yes, but that was not the problem.
Was it exhausting? Yes, but that was not the problem. 

BRAND STORY

“Nothing in the world will take
the place of persistence.”

This is the motto that led to the
creation of Trinity Yachting.



He did not feel satisfied from his
accomplishment.
Didn’t he make money? No, he made a
lot of money, but money is not the most
important thing. 
Couldn't he stand it anymore? No,
Alexandros could do it just fine, but it’s
not enough. 
 
Didn’t he love the sea? Of course, he
loved the sea, and he was feeling
comfortable with where he was.
 
The lack of human communication.
Alexandros wanted to help people to
gain happy memories for a lifetime. He
may have enjoyed his time as a captain,
but he couldn’t feel the satisfaction of
inspiring new people.. 

So he left everything behind, and he made his next step.
Start his own sailing company. He has no support, no
guidance, no money, but again nothing stopped him. He
made everything it took to make it happen, and he
succeeded in just a few months. He may have lost his sleep,
devoted a ton of personal time, sacrificed his comforts,
invested every last penny he had, but he made it. 
 
In 2018, in his late 20’s, Alexandros started Trinity Yachting. 
He chose Milos to offer daily cruises with semi-private and
private tours. 
He managed to survive a difficult first season due to
coronavirus measures, and the very next year became one
of the most famous daily cruise brands on the island, and
finally won a Trip Advisor Awards by his satisfied clients.



Right now Trinity Yachting is maybe the most famous
and newest company in Milos. Alexandros is proud,
but not about being famous. This is just the result. 
The reason behind the prιde, is that he managed to

find a way to live life. 
This is what makes him happy. He lives according to

his beliefs.  He is helping people to live happy
moments, they will always remember. 

He helps people to live a life full of memories that
make them feel truly happy.

Alexandros Kelesis | General Manager 
Email: info@trinity-yachting.gr

Tel: (+30) 698 6399 999

Contact information: 


